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ABSTRACT: Government as a legal person has to be given punitive responsibility according to principles
and criteria regarding commission of crime. However, the punitive responsibility of legal people is
regarded as an institution which has recently been accepted that its consequence can be found in penal
code, 2013. Nevertheless it should be noted that in some cases assigning a punitive responsibility to
government faces problem that is referred to possibility or impossibility of punishing legal people hence it
should be said that often assigned responsibility to legal people particularly government is according to
principles governing civil responsibility which is studied in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Since number and plurality of legal people in Iran society, like other societies are not deniable, and
because registration of hundreds of legal people each year has caused disorder in social order and hence makes
numerous crimes despite their significant services in economic, social and cultural fields. It is necessary that
community board prevents commission of crime and reclaim the violated order due to committed crime through
accepting punitive responsibility of such legal people and predicting sanction appropriate to their nature. Meanwhile
the significant role of government should not be ignored. Also government as a legal person owns rights and
obligations. Regarding this matter, it should be said that the rights are result of maintaining order and social justice.
Adjusting people’s behavior and order of society requires legislator to impose laws and instructions as an obligation
on citizens and provide sanction for them and reproach those who violate these laws and obligations and even
government and ruling institutions should not be excluded from this view. However all the rules do not have unique
sanction; because these rules are based on various values. Wherever the violation of a rule damages the body of
society, a more severe sanction which is called punitive responsibility is maintained and wherever the damage is
not beyond the relation among citizens and does not damage society, the civil responsibility is certain. Therefore
civil responsibility is sanction of rules and laws violation that causes undue damages to citizens.
Definition of the Legal Person
Although a thorough definition of legal person which is acceptable among jurists has not been presented
yet, through summing various definitions, a definition which entails the description of the all definitions can be
obtained. Dr. Shayegan defines institution of legal person as:
“A legal or an authentic person is a group of people or an institution of enterprises or charitable
organizations and similar organizations that are given identity, which means they are given human rights and
1
obligations (as far as possible). State government, enterprises, universities and hospitals are legal people.”
Dr. Katebi regards a legal person as “social and establishment and collaboration of human beings or
human that are formed to reach an aim and goal which are profitable or nonprofitable under circumstances and
2
rules.” In recent definition human are regarded as the basic components of legal people; wile as it was pointed
out in another definition, legal people can also make an independent legal identity. Due to this definition:
1
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“Legal person is a person that is formed through person or people who are human and legal and can have
3
all the properties and rights and obligations and actions except what are specific to human beings.”
4
Some of Iranian jurists attempted to clarify the essence and hypotheses of legal person and its consequences,
some other jurists while emphasize that the definition and recognition of legal personality requires
recognition of legal person, they regard legal personality as being qualified for rights and obligations, accepting
5
commitments and their implementation by legal person. It is necessary to know legal person and its characteristics
in latter definition to get familiarity with legal personality.
For some jurists, the meaning of legal personality equals to existence and essence of the person and they
define legal personality as rights owners such as human beings or population and institutions. Accordingly legal
6
personality is a general concept and it should not refer to specific group of people.
Dr. Hassan Imami who believes in this analysis, regards legal personality as a human capability through
which it can be given “obligation and right and implement them indirectly and directly. Therefore in law terminology,
legal personality is defined as a person who can be given right and obligation and is capable of their
implementation. Since right and obligation are subjects of law, the state within the person is called ‘legal
7
personality’”
Through aforementioned explanation, he presents an exact definition of legal personality: “Among legal
relations in the society, there can be observed rights and commitments which are not concerned with natural
people but are concerned with groups and institutions that own property like natural people and are called legal,
8
authentic or moral people.”
It seems that Dr. Hossein Safaee analyzes the concept of legal personality from the same perspective, as
he says “If as it was said the personality is description and competency of a person to have right and obligation,
9
hence the aforementioned personality can be human and legal.”
One of the juristic authors who has attempted to study the aspects of the entity of legal personality believe
that “If innate personality and capacity do not exist and instead intellectuals of society authenticate them for an
entity, and as a result they can deprive and segregate it, hence such a person will be called “legal personality” and
10
its owner will be called “legal person””
Dr. Abolmohammad distinguishes legal person and the components of the legal person and regards them
11
“as set of interests and goals that its public power is referred as independent unit and it is supported.”
Regarding the characteristics of legal personality and given definitions, this entity can be defined as such:
“Legal personality is a set of property or people that are formed to achieve a specific aim according to specific
criteria and formalities and are qualified for having rights and obligations.”
In mentioned definition, the set of property and people have been used as constituent elements since
forming the legal personality on the grounds of property without people or the other way around is not a futile
thought. For instance about “Vaghf” (In Islamic terminology is dedication of property for public services such as
building hospitals and tec.) especially public kind
people are not regarded as constituent
elements. On the contrary, institutions that are founded for cultural and charitable aims might be made of people
12
without any funds.
Legal Personality of Government
As it was pointed out in definition of legal personality, government as a legal personality can have rights
and obligations and people consider it responsible for taken actions hence the punitive responsibility is raised.
Government can be defined as the simplest political community that maintains its jurisdiction over a particular
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territory and imposes its authority through a set of fixed institutions. The word of state has been derived from
‘status’ which means stable and fixed situation. Nowadays, the word of ‘status’ is being used in is Latin original
meaning in English language. This term is usually referred to something which is constant and fixed and is placed
in a stable situation. The application of this concept has been transferred subtly from people to institutions and
14
political power.
Held defines government as such: government is an institution or set of institutions that have practically
15
authority over a particular territory or certain borders. The central part of a government is imposing authority and
maintaining security and to do so, organizations and institutions have been shaped that follow imposing authority
and maintaining security as their mission.
Five key characteristics for government can be regarded. First, government imposes authority.
Government imposes an absolute and indefinite authority since it is superior to all associations and groups in
society. For this reason, Thomas Hobbs describes government as a Leviathan – a giant monster. Through
exclusive violence government can maintains a peaceful order and union among people. This view which regards
establishing a government helps to understand the separation importance of internal and external
16
authority. Second, unlike private institutions of civil society, state institutions are clearly public. State institutions
have responsible for making and implementing of collective decisions and their budgets are provided with public
expenses. Government’s decisions are usually (not necessarily) considered essential for all citizens since it is
claimed that the government reflects permanent interests of society. Forth, government is domination means. It has
violence to guarantee the obedience of rules and punishing their violators in a way that Max Weber claimed that
the government is exclusively qualified for legal oppressive means. Fifth, government is a territorial association.
Government has authority within definite geographical boundaries and in international politics it is regarded as an
independent unit.
The Possibility of Reference to Punitive Responsibility of Legal People
The possibility or impossibility of punitive responsibility of legal people is one of the complex and
challenging subjects regarding legal people. The punitive responsibility which is related to sensible people and
17
people who can make decision will be possible. Whether legal people are also able to take the punitive
responsibility is a question that cannot be answered easily.
Some people believe that the validity of legal people makes the basic foundation of punitive responsibility
impossible – which is the reference ability of offence to people. In their point of view, the commitment of the offence
by mature, wise and willing or in other words natural people is possible not by abstract people that are products of
human imagination. Suddenly the torrent of different punishments set in punitive rules – like execution and
imprisonment – is particular to people and its adaption for legal people will be impossible. Furthermore, based on
the assumption that some of these punishments can be taken against described people since they are contradicted
18
with being personal of punishment law, we will encounter unfair situation.
On the contrary, some of the theorists through defending the doctrine of punitive responsibility of legal
people believe that they cannot be necessarily regarded as abstract creatures based on the major role of legal
people in economic, business, commercial, cultural and political fields.
Environment pollution, the violation of safety rules, bankruptcy due to cheating and fault, violation of tax
rules, trick, betraying the trust, terrorism, laundry, counterfeiting bills, offences against people, vandalism, extortion
and committing a lot of crimes are enough reasons to consider legal people as social reality and reactionary and
provide them with punitive responsibility. This adds that the replacement of collective will instead of personal will
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solve the issue of referring the offence to commitment. Fine and breakup which accord with these people can be
19
used instead of some punishments like execution and imprisonment to fit penalty with people.
The difficulty of observer on capability of fault document makes doctrine advocates of punitive
responsibility of legal people willing to present different opinions such as delegation theory to solve this issue in a
way that unlike jurists of England, legal person as his own staff representative is considered the main reason of his/
her harmful affairs. Of course doctrine and judicial procedure of England consider the jurisdiction of these people
limited to responsibilities and behaviors that first are not based on person; second the committed crimes are
20
without fault. The result of this view is the exclusion of crimes such as chastity and remarriage from this scope.
It can be said that the article 121-2 of the Islamic law 1994 of France has pointed out to some offences
such as homicide and other offences against humanity, deliberate and unintentional harms to human life, torturing
and violent actions, tempting to suicide, rape and defamation through picturing vast scope of crimes that can be
21
assigned to legal people. It should be noted that, the legislator of France in extension of committable crimes by
legal people, regards legal people as the origin of human and consider them as capable of committing all crimes to
22
release the judges from limitation of predetermined list of crimes and by granting the mentioned article. Hence the
legislator of France has improved his audacity in field of accepting punitive responsibility of legal people and
expanding its domain in course of time and in light of social changes.
Japan is one of those countries that had not been familiar with punitive responsibility of legal people until
1932 and to punish such crimes that arise from behavior of these people, just the boss, representative or the
manager mattered however in mentioned year by approving the law which prevented foreign capital flight and
depending on the rule of “Rio Buster – Kayiti” regard the punishment of legal people necessary and possible.
Adapting this rule, the behavior of representative of legal people is considered his/her behavior and based on the
23
mental factor of the commitment of crime, the issue of mental factor of legal people can be understood.
By this description unlike the past that the punitive responsibility of legal people was considered as an exception,
nowadays this described responsibility is regarded as a rule.
On the light of this rule, countries started to join the movement of the common acceptance of punitive
responsibility of legal people and coordinated their rules a long with the rules of pioneer countries that accord with
24
policy of Europe union and other international institutions. It can be said that through accepting the rule of punitive
responsibility of legal people, important questions as such are raised: 1. Is punitive responsibility of legal people of
general rules acceptable? 2. Is punitive responsibility created because of committed crimes – particularly important
ones – by a person who is not legal representative but at the same time has been given authority? 3. Can punitive
responsibility imposed on legal people due to committed crime by representatives without legal position? 4. Do
legal people have punitive responsibility during liquidation? 5. If the representative of a legal person takes action
beyond the assigned responsibility and accordingly commits a crime, will punitive responsibility be generated for
legal person? The government should be excluded regarding accepting the punitive responsibility of legal people
of general law, let alone government is a reference institution that controls the applying the punishment of
offenders, now how can it punish itself? On the other hand, being based on punitive responsibility of government
contradicts with separation of powers. Moreover, the punitive responsibility of government will be accompanied by
25
harmful political consequences and lowering the status of government in international level.
Although the issue of authority submission can be discussed and reflected on, the judicial procedure of some
countries such as France have regarded the people having submission higher than a simple broker through
expanding the punitive responsibility cases of legal people or in the other words they consider him as a
representative of a legal person.
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About having or not having the effects of legal position of a person who acts in the title of a legal person on punitive
responsibility of a legal person, if we believe in narrow interpretation, necessarily we will not impose responsibility
on legal person.
However if we look upon this issue from logical interpretation, perhaps the mentioned responsibility could
be believed. Since he behaves on the account of legal person and his identity has been clear for mentioned
person. Lack of his punitive responsibility should be believed about legal person who is about to establish since he
does not have legal existence; however about legal person who is liquidation, providing this responsibility is
possible, because until the end, the liquidation of its personality remains.
About imposing punishment on legal people, it can be said that unlike the committing possibility of most of
the people’s crimes by legal people, since it is impossible to impose applicable crimes of people on legal people,
some reactions should be chosen that accord with the nature of these people. Fining, breakup, temporary or
permanent forbidding the direct or indirect performance of one or some professional or social activities, being under
judicial surveillance, temporary or permanent firing from general markets, temporary or permanent forbidding the
attempt for general calling for saving, forbidding the issue of cheque (except cheques that allow people to withdraw
money directly from the bank or cheques that their payments have been determined), confiscation of used object or
prepared object for an offence, are punishments that pioneer countries – such as France and England – have
26
carried.
About legislator’s stand of Iran on punitive responsibility of legal people it should be said that before 2009
there had not been a systematic and coherent rule about this issue except in some cases and some rules like
business law 1/2/1932 (articles 201, 202), the rule regarding confiscation of parties’ assets that has been
supplemented to Constitution by reference to rule 21(22/5/1949), article 27 of press (30/6/1955), article 4 regarding
the medical and pharmaceutical affairs and food and drinks (19/5/1955) , article 15 of attempt law (2/5/1933), and
article 201 of direct taxation law (18/5/1966) there had been some brief points about this issue and it shows the
familiarity of legislator about this responsibility. The first positive action – though limited – of legislator has been
taken to recognize punitive responsibility of legal people by cybercrime in 2009. Chapter six of this law attempts to
clarify different aspects of responsibility of discussed people. Being a manager, being a clerk, committing a crime,
committing a crime a long with interests of legal person – including material and immaterial interests – are a set of
circumstances that have been regarded necessary for realization of punitive responsibility. (Articles 19 to 21). The
significant point is that the mentioned law has paid attention to the crime repetition more thoroughly than Islamic
penal law; in a way that first the severity of penalty has been declared compulsory in hypotheses. Furthermore, the
judge has given authority to determine the maximum penalty. Also crime repetition in this law has been regarded
particular so that committed crime in the second place must resemble the previous crime (article 20). Finally,
Islamic penal law 2011 has paid attention to punishments of legal people through dedication of the second topic of
its second section (articles 20 to 22). The article 142 of this law (first chapter of section four) has based its theory
regarding accepting punitive responsibility of legal people on theory of delegation and declares: “In punitive
responsibility the base is on responsibility of person and legal person has a responsibility in a case that the
representative of legal person commits a crime in his title or a long with his interests. The punitive responsibility of
the legal people does not prevent the responsibility of people’s committing crime. Breakup, forbidding one or some
businesses or social activities permanently or at most for five years, forbidding the issuance of commercial
documents at most for five years, fining, assets confiscation and issuance of sentence by Medias are main and
complementary punishments that are regarded for legal people in article 20. Although the creativity of legislator in
accepting the punitive responsibility of legal people is impressive, it seems that the complexities governing this kind
of responsibility is far beyond that through dedication of some articles, its different aspects could be clarified. It was
appropriate that the legislator points out to responsibility as a clear rule and then points out to absolute punitive
responsibility of legal people – legal people of general law and legal people of private law – and finally excludes the
government.
The Responsibility of the Government
27
Responsibility is fake infinitive of the root “Sa’ala” which means reprimanded, guarantee and warranty.
The closest equivalent for the Persian word of responsibility is responding of the person to actions that are legally
referred to him/ her. In fact responsibility is responding of a person for actions that are referred to him by custom.
26
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Having responsibility and being responsible according to method appropriateness and the way of responding and
also regarding the status of a person who asks are divided into different groups. If this responding is done before
God or in trial of conscience is moral responsibility and if this is done before the statutory law it is called lawful
29
responsibility which this lawful responsibility is divided to criminal and civil responsibility . In civil law of England,
30
31
32
the phrase “responsibility of compensation” is used for the concept of the responsibility.
Human is responsible and should face the consequences of his actions and behaviors however what is the
reason of his responsibility and his necessity to respond? Responsibility always accompanies with the feeling of
33
freedom. Responsibility cannot be assumed without freedom and authority. In fact responsibility is always like a
scale that on the other side are freedom and authority. Government cannot be excluded and an offence might be
assigned to it and this rule is like assignment of responsibility to person. Therefore it can be said that the
responsibility of human is not unlimited and wherever instinct is governing the human behavior, talking about
34
responsibility is meaningless. However wherever human is free, his freedom is supported within a particular
framework and existing from it causes responsibility. Determining the scope of freedom of people in application of
law is assumed in two ways:
Through law and 2. Through private and general contractions that people and legal people regulate in
scope of governing law. Violation of legal or conventional framework is demanded as the origin of responsibility of
35
people and legal people.
Although the government is suggested as a legal person, it should be said that the legal person cannot be
punished however some of instances of punitive punishments can be applied regarding the legal people such as
paying a fine but this issue can be presented in a way that the legal personality cannot be imprisoned or retaliated.
Hence it should be said that regarding the punitive responsibility, the government paid attention to this issue that
only the responsible can be punished as the action of legal personality. In the other words, the set punitive
punishment and responsibility in terms of government should be attributed to committed people. In the other words,
wherever a crime is committed, person should be determined for punishment. In the other words, this crime should
be attributed to a person and a person cannot be punished without attributing a punitive responsibility and as it was
said sometimes punishing a legal person is impossible.
Regarding the attribution of responsibility to the government, the government can be regarded as the
responsible of violated actions in a hypothesis that this violation is suggested from a civil responsibility in which the
government as legal personality compensates. Entering damage should be regarded as the main foundation of civil
36
responsibility since civil responsibility is not for compensation and as long as there is not any damage, there will
be no need for compensation to produce a responsibility. In a general categorization, damage is divided into
37
38
material and immaterial damages. Material damage is destroying certain assets or interest and immaterial
damage when compared to material damage, does not concern the assets of the damaged person but damages
39
the non-financial interests that can be divided into four groups: 1. Immaterial damage to body (Talem feeling). 2.
Immaterial damage to reputation and honor 3- immaterial damage to feeling and emotion. 4- Immaterial damage as
a result of violation of fixed right of a person. Of courses the damage to physical health of a human has both
40
41
42
material and immaterial aspects that some of jurists have interpreted it physical damage or mixed damage.
28
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Although there is no doubt in compensation of immaterial damage, the method and possibility of
compensation of such damage are different. It has been said that how immaterial damage can be cleared through
43
paying the fine, the damaged person should not be allowed to change his/ her suffering to money. However it
44
has reasoned that the civil responsibility is for damage compensation not for clearing it and paying some money
to a damaged person often can compensate all or some of immaterial damage. On the other hand, this payment is
satisfying for the damaged person, the punishment for the responsible and warning for the others. Anyway
nowadays the argument about the possibility of immaterial compensation has ended and except a few judicial
systems, the thinkers and legislators have concluded that the immaterial damage like material damage can be
45
compensated. Iranian legislator also in civil responsibility has emphasized on the necessity of such
46
compensation.
However in order damage to be compensated, it should have some conditions such as 1- it should be
47
certain 2- it should be direct 3-it should not be repaired before 4- it should be predictable. In order to be brief,
48
details are not given. Therefore neither government nor governmental forces can be regarded as agent of
compensation unless the mentioned conditions are met.
CONCLUSION
Government as a legal personality may cause problems and damage to other societies or its people hence
it should be pointed out that the possibility of study of committed crimes of government exists. Therefore it should
be said that the study of committed crimes of government like other legal people should be focused of legislator.
Regarding punitive responsibility of government, it should be pointed out that the punishment of legal people
particularly government in some cases is not possible rather this responsibility must be attributed to legal people in
a way that if a violation relating to governmental action happens that the punitive responsibility attributes to legal
personality of government, the clerk or responsible to whom the violation regarding his actions has happened
should be referred and assigned punitive responsibility.
Of course in most of cases, when the government causes damage or because of some actions that may be
out of government’s intention, damage is caused and the government will be reprimanded and questioned.
Finally it should be said that attribution of civil responsibility to the government is more proper than the attribution of
the punitive responsibility to these legal personality.
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